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Middle Articles

IS THERE AN ALTERNATIVE?

Medicine and Politics

Soon after Mr. Enoch Powell's book "A New Look at Medicine and Politics" was published (see B.M.J.,
26 November 1966, p. 1315) he and Professor Henry Miller had a broadcast discussion. The version which follows
has been slightly amended for publication.

Miller: Mr. Powell, I found your book extraordinarily
interesting, profoundly depressing, and frankly-from time to
time-infuriating. As I see it, your main thesis is that a

medical service furnished "free at the point of consumption"
implies direct and detailed political control of expenditure
through a Minister responsible to Parliament, and that any
other arrangement is unthinkable. To you most of the faults
and failings of the service result from this monolithic arrange-
ment and are inescapable. Is this a correct, very brief summary
of your argument ?

Powell: Well, it sounds to me, Dr. Miller, from your
description of your emotions, as though I have attained at any
rate some of my objects. I wouldn't seriously quarrel with
your definition of part of the thesis, except that I would
emphasize the monolithic aspect as well as the " free at the
point of consumption," because what we have in the National
Health Service, which is unique in the world, is a service
which is both nationalized and also " free at the point of con-

sumption," and the purpose of my book is to show how from
that principle of the service flow, and I believe must flow,
many of the phenomena, the discontents, the failings which
people wrongly suppose could be relatively easily remedied if
politicians were not fools.

Miller: Well, of course, on this subject, I would say first
that your political philosophy as a laisser faire conservative
perhaps renders a free service inherently distasteful to you and
that this pessuiimotic view that its faults are inevitable is very
convenient for your general political argument.

Powell: It certainly corresponds with my general political
argument, and there would be something wrong if it didn't.
But the specific point about the freeness of the service is thai

it does release what is for practical purposes an unlimited
demand. Now this unlimited demand can be confronted only
with a limited supply whatever assumptions one makes about
generosity, ministerial decisions, and so on. And it is at that
point of conflict between the potentially unlimited demand and
the supply which has to be somehow cut down to meet it that
so many of the difficulties-and I think misunderstandings-
arise. If I might give an example of that, I've used the word
" rationing." Now I know this is a harsh and dangerous
word to use in such a human context, but of course as long
as supply is limited and demand is unlimited there has to be
some method of rationing, and I did go so far as to suggest
that the waiting-lists are often a way in which the medical
profession-sensibly and in the interests of their patients-do
bring these two irreconcilables into some sort of harmony.

Miller: Yes, I think that's true. Of course the doctor's
complaint about the waiting-list is that he is really doing the
politician's job by imposing the rationing which is imposed on

him by the politician's inadequate granting of facilities.

* B.B.C. Third Progrnmme, 1 December 1966.

Powell: I am sure you wouldn't wish the rationing to be
conducted by a non-professional. It seems to me that one of
the justifications of this is that at any rate it's a professional
man that's doing the selection-and, while he may do it wrongly
sometimes, I'm sure he's more likely to do it right than anybody
else. So granted that. But you say, and this is a big issue,
that there is an inadequacy which arises from political deci-
sions. Now my argument, and a big part of it, is that this
inadequacy is inherent, that a half per cent. or one per cent.
more or less of the national income spent on the National
Health Service under this system would still leave as much
inadequacy.

Public Accountability

Miller: Yes, this of course is an inherently pessimistic
attitude again. To return to public accountability, I would
really contest your premise. I know that politicians regard
public accountability as a sacred cow, but I know of no evidence
whatever that the public shares this view. Indeed, I think
public accountability is used as an excuse by politicians to

endeavour to obtain control of activities which remain
outside . . .

Powell: I can assure you it is much the other way round.
If a Minister of Health can find some way of not having to
answer questions or answer to Parliament for the details of
what goes on in the Health Service I can assure you that every

Minister of Health would go for it like a shot. What Ministers
want to do is to avoid detailed accountability. The detailed
accountability is forced upon them by the public, and I'll prove

that to you in the case of the National Health Service. Just
imagine a situation in which the Service as it is at the moment
(and it would have to be initially as it is at the moment) was

being administered by either one or a series of corporations,
and that the Minister of Health said, " Well, look, we've got
these corporations, don't bother me. I can't answer your ques-

tions about why there isn't a heart-lung machine in such-and-
such a hospital, or why Mrs. So-and-So wasn't treated, or why
the doctors there were allegedly rude to a patient. Get away

with you ; go to the corporation." Of course, when the people
got to the corporation, the corporation would say, " Oh, well,
here's our bureaucratic reply: we're not answerable to you, and
you didn't elect us, we are appointees." The public wouldn't
stand for that.

Miller: Yes, I wonder, but would the corporation neces-

sarily be any more bureaucratic than the kind of answer that
is fabricated as the result of numerous interviews in a Ministry ?

Powell: I'll answer that straight away. You couldn't have
an adjournment debate; you couldn't have questions in the
House; you couldn't have a motion of censure on the corpora-
tion. They'd say " Oh, we're outside politics, you can't criticize
us."
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Medicine and Politics

Miller: Yes, but the Electricity Board doesn't meet an

enormous number

Powell: The Electricity Board does not supply electricity
free at the point of consumption-and this is the big difference.
But I can assure you that if the Electricity Board had been set

up to supply electricity free to meet the need of the public for
electricity it wouldn't be put up with for an instant that it
should be spending thousands of millions without being
accountable. You see, the Electricity Board is accountable very

largely through the market.

Miller: The water supply I suppose is the same, though

in fact the charges for water are so nominal, and yet the water

boards are not subject to unremitting political criticism.

Powell: On the contrary, 90% of the water supplied in

this country is supplied by local authorities. But here again you

have a service which is charged for, and where the revenue

levied from the consumers, broadly speaking, is intended to

balance the cost of the service. This is an entirely different
situation from that of the National Health Service. And that
is why we must always, if I may say so with respect, Doctor,
take into account these two factors simultaneously: national-

ization cum provision free at the point of consumption.

Miller: I'm still unconvinced by the feeling that only an

elected representative can be responsive to public pressure, or

have indeed this inordinate wisdom that enables him to deal ..

Powell: Well, where will he get his money from?

Miller: Again I think this is perhaps going beyond the
immediate point of discussion, but, like many doctors-and,
I think, like many members of the public-I would prefer to see

medicine run by the kind of public corporation on which you

pour cold water in your book, than directly by a minister who
changes frequently and by a series of civil servants who move

rapidly.
Powell: Well and good, but where does this corporation

gets its thousand million pounds a year from ? Answer: from
the Chancellor of the Exchequer. Right. Now there is an

inadequacy in the service. What does the corporation say ?
They say, "We would love to provide you with a new hospital
here, there, and everywhere, but it's the Chancellor of the
Exchequer who gives us only this sum." And you'll be back in
the same problem again, except that you would find that you

couldn't debate the use of the money-you could debate only
the total amount of the money and all the discontents. For
example, let's take the case of pay. Let us suppose that the
corporation found that it couldn't hire as many employees as

it would like to-and of course it wouldn't be able to. So
they'd say, "Well, you see what it is, it's the Chancellor of the
Exchequer says that we can't have more money, so we can't

pay more. So we can't have more doctors," and the thing

lands back with the political authority, which decides how much
of the taxpayers' money is going to be raised, and where it's
going to be spent. You can't escape.

Miller: I think it's returning to my argument that the issue
is really money more than administration. I believe that the
Health Service could work reasonably efficiently, even its
present unappealing administrative framework, with adequate

money to develop existing medical services.

Unlimited Demand

Powell: But, with great respect, there's no meaning in the
word "adequate" as long as the demand is unlimited by the
free provision. Immediately any advance is made in medicine
a new area of need, a new frontier of need, is opened up.

Miller: In your book you give the impression that you

regard things like the artificial kidney and the development
of open heart surgery as rather irritating complications of
ministerial husbandry.
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Powell: Not at all. My point is that the moment such an

advance is made a new large area of need, discovered need, is
created.

Miller: Exactly.

Powell: Now, immediately, somebody has to say how much

is going to be spent on this, and how much less, therefore,

is going to be spent on everything else. The only point at

which that decision can effectively be taken in a state medical
service, is, I am sorry to say, by a politician, because it's only

through a politician that the money comes at all. If you can

discover a new source of revenue, if your corporation is given

taxing power, if your corporation can lay taxes upon the people

of its area, if the local authorities will double, treble, quadruple
the rates in order to take the cost off the taxes, or if (dare I

suggest it?) the corporation might obtain a large part of its

revenue from payments from the consumers, then indeed you

can run the service independently. Then indeed all the prob-

lems, or a great many of them, which I've analysed in my book

either disappear or present themselves in an entirely different,
and a much milder, form. The doctors think-with one part

of themselves, and this is why they walked into a trap 25 years

ago-" How glorious it would be if the patient didn't have to

pay us if somebody else could pay us." That somebody else,

they imagine, has an unlimited purse. But that's not so; that's
a delusion; and all your sufferings stem from this fact, that you

are paid out of the public purse to treat a customer who has

no limitation upon his demands.

Miller: I don't think that the doctors even so are all that

disgruntled with the service. They are disgruntled with the
symptoms. But a majority prefer a system which does not

involve a direct financial link between themselves and the
patient.

Powell: Well then, in that case you must either discover

a third source of finance, other than the general taxpayer, or

else you must accept the consequences which are implicit in
the service as it is-namely, that all the decisions which basic-
ally matter to you are going to be political and that the priorities

are going to be fixed by the politicians. I think there's a notion
at the back of the minds of the profession that if you could
only find an enlightened party, or minister, or ministry, or

Chancellor, or something, he'd devote a lot more to medical

care, and a lot less, therefore, to everything else. But, you

know, it's a very impressive fact that the proportion of the

national income spent on the National Health Service is not

only broadly constant throughout the years of Conservative
administration, but that under the present Government's
national plan (and this was in their early days of optimism,
before the plan was wrecked, when they were counting upon

a rate of increase of the national income which they no longer

expect) only the same proportion was still to be spent. This

is a remarkable fact which you must face, that the politicians
(responsive as they are to votes) apparently don't assign to

medical care the relative priority in the expenditure of tax

revenue that you do.

Miller: I'm sure this is true. I'd make two points in reply

to that, Mr. Powell. The first is that it seems to me you too

easily accept the impossibility of flexibility, adaptability, local
variation, and experiment simply because of the central financ-

ing of the scheme. It's your job, as a politician, to devise
means whereby a system of this kind can be made more

flexible

Powell: It's not my job to reconcile opposites, and this

is my point. There are here opposites. A service which is

financed wholly, or virtually wholly, by the taxpayer must have

these characteristics under our political system-and, indeed,
even if it were under a dictatorial system you'd find your attitude

to the dictator was just the same as it now is to Parliament,

and to the politicians and to the Ministry of Health. And I'm

not saying-perhaps there might have been a misunderstanding
here-I'm not saying that I agree with the priorities; I'm not
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Medicine and Politics

saying that I think it's right that about 3% of the national
income is being spent on medical care. What riles me is that
you and your patients together somehow-your profession as

the providers and the public as the consumers-don't have the

chance under this system to make a valid choice.

Miller: Your arguments don't endear political control any

more closely to me, and the point that you make is that there is

really nothing to choose between one politician and another.

They are both going to spend 3% instead of 7%.

Powell: It looks like it.

Medical Priorities

Miller: But also it seems to me that you regard the question
of national priorities as clearly, and I think reasonably, outside
the purview of the doctor. It is not his job to pose to the public

the question whether they would prefer a half share in a

Concorde or 30,000 first-class hospital beds. On the other
hand, it is the business of the citizen-and if Medicine under
this monolithic system is bound to be as political as you indicate
it is (and I think you are right in this)-then presumably the
only way the doctor will get a better service for his patients,
better facilities for his patients, is by becoming equally political,
and by using what you, I think, describe somewhere as

"methods of shaming, or bullying the Government into giving
a larger . . ."

Powell: That's right. But I wouldn't think that you are

likely to get very far this way because when one considers the
strong human and emotional appeal which the doctors and
their patients can make, one is brought up against this very

impressive fact-there is this extraordinary constancy in the
relative proportion of expenditure on medical care, and this
must reflect electoral opinion. Admittedly you can stop being
a doctor and become a politician, but then, when you've become
a politician, you'll find that you're looking at votes and money

not from a doctor's point of view but from a politician's. No:
go the other way about it if you possibly can. Regain your

freedom by finding a new or additional source of money.

Miller: My main criticism would be that you haven't dealt
in your book with what I would regard as the major problems
of medical politics-with our dilapidated plant, our failure to

provide staff adequately to man even the existing service, our

disproportionate dependence on immigrant doctors, and the
rising tide of medical emigration. I recently conducted a higher
examination in medicine in a world-famous teaching hospital,
not half a mile from this studio, to the sound of rain-water
dripping through the ward ceiling and with buckets placed
round the patient's bed. In a city rendered almost unrecog-

nizable by an orgy of commercial building this seems to me to

argue an indefensible system of priorities.
Powell: Yes, and I'm sure that it wouldn't have happened

if those priorities weren't being assigned by the State. I've
often said that one of the certain effects of the establishment
of the National Health Service was to delay and prevent a vast

amount of hospital building which would otherwise have taken
place in the years after the war. The trusts, the local author-
ities, and voluntary bodies were all rearing to go, but, as the
service was nationalized, the State was able to assign priorities
-and the State assigned priorities to housing and to education.
Now, I believe, I'm prepared to believe, that they were mis-

interpreting what people would have chosen for themselves if
they'd been allowed to choose, but that is the effect of national-
ization. It prevents people from showing what they would
want.

Miller: Yes, I wouldn't argue against the priorities accorded

to housing or schools. They may well have been correct,
but . . .

Powell: Then this must have been correct too.

BRmSI
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Miller: Well, yes, except that it has gone on much too longw
Powell: Then you're saying that those priorities are now

wrong.

Miller: Well, to some extent they have been fulfilled, and

certainly medical priorities have not been.
Powell: So you are in fact saying that those priorities are

now wrong.

Miller: Yes.
Powell: Well, it's very natural that you should.
Miller: I have been manceuvred into an impossible position,

quite clearly. Quite apart from the question of plant, it is at least
equally remarkable that successive Governments have failed
to take any precautions for arranging to train an adequate
number of doctors to man the service for which they have been
responsible. You know nearly half the junior doctors in our

hospitals come from overseas, the majority from India and
Pakistan. They are badly needed in their own countries, and
they come here for postgraduate training, but many of them
are employed in hospitals quite ill-equipped and ilr-staffed for
anything in the way of instruction, and some of these hospitals
are so awful that they really haven't had a British graduate in

residence for years, and I don't think they'll probably have one

again. I gather from your book that this limitation in the
number of doctors produced must be regarded as a deliberate
expression of policy in the cause of national economy and not

merely due to a failure of communication between the Ministry
of Health and the University Grants Committee.

Powell: Well, like everything else, the cost of staff is part

of the costs of a service. It is true that you can to some extent

juggle between capital account-what you call plant-and the
human staff. But the amount of juggling isn't very large
because the proportion of the total cost which represents staff
is so big. So a decision on total expenditure is very likely to

imply a specific decision about expenditure on staff. Certainly
within pretty narrow limits. So we're really back to the old
question of the amount of expenditure-of the amount of
medical care-which the State is buying. But I would
emphasize this, that this presents itself to the doctor and to

the nurse, and all the other staff, as the State saying, "You
are worth so much a week, or so many pounds per year." Now
this is a misconception, and I think it is a misconception that
does great harm. The poor old State is saying only, "This is
what I am affording this year, rightly or wrongly. Now if I
am only affording this this year, I can clearly only buy so

many doctors, nurses, etc., and if I put up their pay I will
get a lot more, but then I would be paying more than I say

I am affording."
Miller: This point you make in your book, and I take it

you are really answering my question in the affirmative-that
this failure to train doctors to man the service is a matter of
policy and not of mere negligence.

Powell: It's a matter of the financial size of the N.H.S. as

a whole inside the State's priorities on expense. And here again,
you see, people are not being allowed to demand the care

which they might demand if they had the opportunity to do
it. If you look back to the period before the National Health
Service, you find that one of the greatest attractions to a

brilliant young man to take up medicine wasn't just the
prospect obviously of an income, but it was the prospect of
being able, if he really turned out to be one of the top-notchers,
to have top-notch status and top-notch income. Well, this is
as it should be, and this is how the natural attractive process

ought to work.

Emigration of Doctors

Miller: To come to medical emigration, the obverse of
the coin, I am sure you will remember that this problem first
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Medicine and Politics

raised its ugly head when you were at the Ministry. In 1962,
I think it was, Dr. Seale produced some rather disturbing
figures in this connexion which you . . .

Powell: He admitted since that they were wrong.

Miller: On the other hand they have been checked. Pro-
fessor Brian Abel-Smith and his colleagues checked them and
showed that they were not really very far wrong . . .

Powell: Well, what they showed was that something like
those figures had been reached three years later. But the
figure for 1962, it is now admitted, was a gross exaggeration-
my figures were an underestimate.

Miller: Shall we say that the general effect of your state-

ments at that time was to console and reassure the public ?
Powell: Yes, because the number of doctors in the service

was still rising.
Miller: This is a characteristic Ministerial argument-that

the number of doctors is rising, that the number of nurses is
rising. The answer of course is that medicine is changing
and that the rise in the number of doctors and nurses is not

proportional to the technological demands, which are increasing
the whole time.

Powell: So we go back, you see, to the unlimited need, and
the limited supply which the State controls.

Miller: Yes, but let us go back to emigration. It is
commonly felt that all these doctors leave England because
they want more personal income. This is certainly not so in
academic medicine. They leave really because we are not able,
even in our teaching hospitals, to furnish them with the
necessary facilities.

Powell: So they go to a country which hasn't got a National
Health Service and which is spending a greater proportion of
its national income on medical care without a State service, and
as a result of the totality of all sorts of different forms of pro-
vision-which it's unfortunate that we don't have instead of
this monolithic state " free at the point of consumption." But
then you choose-which do you want ? Do you want a system
such as they have in the United States where the customer

pays ?
Miller: No.
Powell: But that's where you emigrate to, because that

system produces the greater expenditure, produces the greater
freedom for your profession.

Miller: Let's get this clear. It produces first-class medicine
for a minority of its population and perfectly terrible medicine
for the very considerable proportion of the population that
can't pay for it.

Powell: And it produces health statistics which compare
very favourably, not merely absolutely but in their trend, with
this country. But the point I was on is that from the doctor's
point of view it is a great advantage because it means that what
he has to offer can be bought. It doesn't have to be submitted;
it doesn't have to go through the mangle as it were of being
shoehorned into the State priorities and taxation.

Miller: But you suggest medicine can be financed only at

the expense of housing and education. To me there would be
perhaps other public expenditure that could be reasonably cur-

tailed in favour of spending more money on medicine. I also

think it is unrealistic to believe that either private foundations

or even local authorities, or indeed anything other than central
Government is capable of financing medicine on the scale

required. After all in other countries the same thing is happen-
ing. The socialization of medicine is increasing. Government

has been called in simply because of the magnitude of the

problem.
Powell: This really is an impossible statement, with great

respect. All the financial resources come from the people them-

selves. They come from their own production. They come

out of the pockets of the people. What you are saying is that

BRrTIs
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people would choose less medical care if they were given the
choice. Now I happen to believe the opposite. I happen to
believe that if people could subscribe and pay and gift money,
and bequeath money, as well as paying for it through insurance,
through local authority hospitals, and establishments-as well
as through some State establishments-the total that people
would choose to devote to medical care would be greater than
it is at present. I am absolutely certain that your profession
would be in a very different position, because instead of being
confronted with one monolithic-I won't say faceless, because
I'm afraid you're facing one of the faces-person you'd find

yourself in a system of great natural variety and complexity
where you could exercise great personal influence on what was

spent and where. I'd like to see this.

Optimism and Pessimism

Miller: I think you're betraying a quite unexpected
optimism for a hypothetical situation, facing an existing one

with pessimism. I think this again comes back to political
prejudice on your part, which I feel is as powerful as my own

in the opposite direction. The voluntary hospitals at the

beginning of the war were in a very parlous state, and I think
it was a feeling that it was impossible for them to survive
financially-and it was certainly impossible for them to keep
pace with the development of medicine-that led to the Health
Service.

Powell: Well you've tried that, and it's failed. You thought
that the State would spend more. On the contrary, until very
recently it was spending far less than was being spent on medical

care before the war. Professor John Jewkes has demonstrated

this-that in fact people under the pre-war system were spend-
ing a higher proportion until just now of the national income

on medical care. I believe that now we are in a more affluent

society they would be spending more, that a richer society does

spend more on medical care, and that the effect of the National

Health Service is that the politicians can prevent it because of

their obedience to other priorities. Get it out of their grip if

you possibly can. I know it's difficult. But I want my
pessimism to be a spur to your profession to take this out of

politics in the only way you can, not by becoming politicians
yourselves but by financing medical care from a whole series of

other methods, and persuading people that they would be better
off if they did.

Miller: The other remarkable thing about your book is that

it betrays no enthusiasm for medicine, for its excitement, its

technological achievements, or its civilizing influence, or even

of any real sympathy with its purposes and ethos. Sometimes

your tone is rather hostile, as when you speak witheringly of

the consultant as the "great man "; even when you're not

hostile quite often you're antipathetic and you seem to regard
medicine as something like a sack of potatoes to be costed,
bought, and sold.

I won't labour the point you make about the advantages of

a minister coming to his department with no prior experience,
except to say I don't think it would be shared by anyone except
other politicians, but I must refer to your comment that

you found yourself " never at variance with either of the

Chancellors of the Exchequer with whom you served in any
departmental matter." I know the Ministry of Health is not

regarded as a political sinecure, but it seems to me that it should

be something more than a brief office in which a man can win

his political spurs and ensure his further advancement by
keeping expenditure down and giving no trouble to his seniors.

Those engaged in the Service would like to think of the Minister

as their champion rather than as a Treasury overseer.

Powell: That's because you have misunderstood the nature

of a nationalized service, which is always going to be headed

by a politician. Now if it's headed by a politician who has no
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promotion prospects then I can assure you that it will be
headed by a bad politician, because those are the sort of poli-
ticians who don't have promotion prospects. So you'd better
opt for one who has the promotion prospect. But I wouldn't
agree, and I'm glad you've given me the chance to say that
there isn't really this lack of sympathy. I do recognize in the
doctor characteristically a very different sort of human being
from the politician. Indeed, in a lecture to the B.M.A. I once
described this as the whale and the elephant because the doctor
is-this is his nature-concerned with the individual patient,
he's concerned with the individual case. He says, " Look, I see

a possibility here, don't bother me with things like national
finance, that's not my business, take it away." I understand him,
I sympathize with him, but what I'm saying to doctors in this
book is that you won't have that degree of individual freedom
under any nationalized, State-financed service. If you want
freedom, if you want something which is nearer to the ethos
of your profession, you've got to find some other source of-
finance than the State. That's real sympathy. Now look, I'm
giving you real advice. This is a free consultation.

Miller: Well, I hope we can find a Minister who is more-
optimistic.

CONFERENCES AND MEETINGS

American Society of University Surgeons
[FROM A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT]

The 28th Annual Meeting of the American
Society of University Surgeons was held in
Toronto on 9-11 February under the Presi-
dency of Dr. C. S. KITTLE (Chicago). An
important feature of the meeting was that,
for the first time, a representative group of
26 members of the British Surgical Research
Society attended as participants and 12 of
the 60 papers were contributed from the
United Kingdom. Topics discussed ranged
widely over the fields of clinical and experi-
mental research and, in addition, included the
problems of undergraduate and postgraduate
surgical education.

Malignant Disease

Dr. J. FOLKMAN (Boston) described a
successful and relatively simple technique
for the culture of solid colonies of human
leukaemnic cells. This utilized short seg-
ments of intestine of the newborn puppy
delivered by caesarean section. The gut seg-
ments were everted over a perforated glass
panel in an oxygenated perfusion chamber;
a suspension of tumour cells from biopsy
material was plated over the villous surface,
and colonies of up to 0.25 cm. diameter had
been grown. Success had also been achieved
in culturing human adenocarcinomas. This
system, it was claimed, would have imme-
diate value in the screening of cytotoxic
agents against a patient's tumour, and it
might also be applied to the study of methods
of immunotherapy (using lysis of the cultured
tumour colonies after an injection of lympho-
cytes from a sensitized animal into the
perfusing fluid).

Mr. J. L. HAYWARD (London) gave an up-
to-date report on the long-term studies at
Guy's Hospital on the abnormal urinary ex-
cretion of androgen and corticosteroid meta-
bolites in patients with breast cancer. In
particular the aetiocholanolone excretion had
been found to be low and the 17 hydroxy-
corticosteroids high in patients at the time of
mastectomy. When these hormone levels
were combined in a discriminant function a
negative value was found in about half of
the patients. At follow-up these latter
patients tended to be those with rapid

recurrence, and they also tended not to
respond to either adrenalectomy or hypo-
physectomy subsequently. In contrast, most
normal women had a positive discriminant
value. The important questions, Mr. Hay-
ward continued, were whether this abnormal
excretion was itself due to the presence of
tumour tissue, or whether it preceded the
clinical development of the disease, and
whether the hormone state characterized a
group of patients especially prone to develop
breast cancer. These questions were being
studied prospectively in Guernsey in a closed
population of some 4,800 normal women
between the ages of 35 and 55. Already 19
of these subjects had developed breast cancer,
and soon the results of this study would be
available on the excretion of urinary hor-
mones before and after development of the
tumour. The importance of this study lay in
the possibility of detecting the high-risk
group of patients and the possibility (already
being explored) of altering the prognosis in
such patients who develop breast cancer by
androgen therapy or by ovarian irradiation.

Professor A. P. M. FORREST (Cardiff)
emphasized that mammography studies had
shown that occult tumour might be present in
the breast for many years before it became
clinically manifest. The Guernsey prospec-
tive study therefore had to be viewed in the
light that the collection of urine specimens
from women who subsequently developed a
clinical breast tumour might have been ob-
tained while an occult growth was actually
present.

Plication of Inferior Vena Cava

A review of 55 patients who had been
subjected to plication of the inferior vena
cava at the Johns Hopkins Hospital was pre-
sented by Dr. C. R. DE MEESTER (Balti-
more), who pointed out that the results com-
pared unfavourably with other, more enthusi-
astic previous reports. No fewer than 10
of 22 patients who had had postoperative
cavograms had been found to have partial or
complete occlusion at the site of plication;
recurrent embolization occurred presump-
tively in eight patients; and extensive post-

operative thrombosis developed in the lower
limbs of 14 cases-five of whom required
iliofemoral thrombectomy. Two-thirds of the
patients had persistent oedema of the lower
limbs, 10 had developed recurrent phlebitis,
and five had stasis ulcers.

Dr. C. P. LARSON (San Francisco)
described a detailed study of the claim that
jugular venous oxygen saturation was an
index of effective cerebral blood perfusion
during the temporary occlusion of the carotid
artery at carotid endarterectomy. In the in-
vestigation three patients consistently lost
consciousness during the temporary carotid
occlusion under local anaesthetic at a jugular
venous oxygen saturation well in excess of
the 50% " safe " saturation level ; whereas
carotid occlusion producing a drop below
50%° in three other patients produced no
evidence of cerebral ischaemia. Changes in
focal cerebral blood perfusion might not be
reflected in the oxygen concentration of the
jugular venous blood, and in his opinion the
technique was obviously unreliable in assess-
ing the safety of carotid ligation.

Experimental myocardial revascularization
with autogenous grafts was described by Dr.
B. J. BAIRD (Toronto). In 50 dogs a femoral
artery or vein graft was joined to the left
subclavian artery with the Canadian stapling
device, and the free end was then inserted
into either normal or ischaemic heart muscle.
These grafts had the advantage of being over
twice the diameter of the internal mammary
artery, which was employed clinically in the
Weinberg operation. Long-term patency (as
determined by angiography and post-mortem
injection studies) was confirmed in 700% of
the arterial and 27% of the venous grafts
into ischaemic myocardium, and anastomotic
communications with the coronary arteries
were confirmed.

Hyperbaric Oxygen
Professor D. N. WALDER (Newcastle

upon Tyne) emphasized the potential danger
to people working in high-pressure chambers,
pointing out that this could be divided into
acute and chronic decompression syn-
dromes. The former included the so-called
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